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“Caroline is a breakthrough—a story so grounded in the ordinary details of life that it almost seems to have
discovered a new genre.” –Richard Zoglin, Time

“Acute, smart and witty: a telling snapshot focusing with sharp clarity on characters captured at a fraught
turning point in history—a culture’s and a family’s.” –Charles Isherwood, Variety

“Thrilling. You’ve never seen anything quite like Caroline, or Change and likely won’t again anytime soon.
There’s never a moment that the part-pop, part-opera, part-musical-theater score Jeanine Tesori has conjured
up doesn’t ideally match Tony Kushner’s meticulously chosen words with clarion precision.” –Matthew
Murray, talkinbroadway.com

“A monumental achievement in American musical theater. Joyful, wholly successful, immensely moving,
told with abundant wit and generosity of heart.” –John Helipern, New York Observer

Louisiana, 1963: A nation reeling from the burgeoning Civil Rights Movement and the Kennedy
assassination. Caroline, a black maid, and Noah, the son of the Jewish family she works for, struggle to find
an identity for their friendship after Noah's stepmother, unable to give Caroline a raise, tells Caroline that she
may keep the money Noah leaves in his pockets. Through their intimate story, this beautiful musical portrays
the changing rhythms of a nation. Tony Kushner and composer Jeanine Tesori have created a story that
addresses contemporary questions of culture, community, race and class through the lens and musical pulse
of the 1960s.

Tony Kushner’s plays include Angels in America; Hydriotaphia, or the Death of Dr. Brown; The Illusion,
adapted from the play by Pierre Cornelle; Slavs!; A Bright Room Called Day; Homebody/Kabul; Caroline, or
Change, a musical with composer Jeanine Tesori; and The Intelligent Homosexual’s Guide to Capitalism and
Socialism with a Key to the Scriptures. He wrote the screenplays for Mike Nichols’s film of Angels in
America and for Steven Spielberg’s Munich and Lincoln. His books include The Art of Maurice Sendak:
1980 to the Present; Brundibar, with illustrations by Maurice Sendak; and Wrestling with Zion: Progressive
Jewish-American Responses to the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict, co-edited with Alisa Solomon.
Among many honors, Kushner is the recipient of a Pulitzer Prize, two Tony Awards, three Obie Awards, two
Evening Standard Awards, an Olivier Award, an Emmy Award, two Oscar nominations, and the Steinberg
Distinguished Playwright Award. He is a member of the American Academy of Arts and Letters. In 2012, he
was awarded a National Medal of Arts by President Barack Obama. He lives in Manhattan with his husband,
Mark Harris.

Jeanine Tesori composed the scores for Tony Award-winning musicals Thoroughly Modern Millie and
Shrek the Musical as well as Violet and Caroline, or Change. She is the recipient of multiple Drama Desk
and Obie Awards, and her film composition credits include Nights in Rodanthe, Winds of Change, Show
Business, and Wrestling With Angels.
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From reader reviews:

Russell Bussey:

Information is provisions for people to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone on
everywhere. The information can be a expertise or any news even a problem. What people must be consider
whenever those information which is inside the former life are challenging to be find than now's taking
seriously which one is acceptable to believe or which one the particular resource are convinced. If you obtain
the unstable resource then you get it as your main information there will be huge disadvantage for you. All
those possibilities will not happen inside you if you take Caroline, or Change as your daily resource
information.

Elizabeth Parker:

Spent a free time for you to be fun activity to accomplish! A lot of people spent their sparetime with their
family, or their particular friends. Usually they doing activity like watching television, planning to beach, or
picnic inside the park. They actually doing same thing every week. Do you feel it? Will you something
different to fill your own free time/ holiday? Could be reading a book is usually option to fill your no cost
time/ holiday. The first thing that you ask may be what kinds of reserve that you should read. If you want to
test look for book, may be the reserve untitled Caroline, or Change can be great book to read. May be it may
be best activity to you.

Myra Flory:

A lot of people always spent their own free time to vacation or even go to the outside with them loved ones
or their friend. Are you aware? Many a lot of people spent many people free time just watching TV, or
playing video games all day long. If you would like try to find a new activity that's look different you can
read a new book. It is really fun in your case. If you enjoy the book that you just read you can spent the
entire day to reading a e-book. The book Caroline, or Change it is rather good to read. There are a lot of folks
that recommended this book. We were holding enjoying reading this book. If you did not have enough space
to develop this book you can buy the particular e-book. You can m0ore easily to read this book from your
smart phone. The price is not too expensive but this book features high quality.

John Moore:

Are you kind of busy person, only have 10 or even 15 minute in your morning to upgrading your mind skill
or thinking skill perhaps analytical thinking? Then you have problem with the book than can satisfy your
small amount of time to read it because this all time you only find guide that need more time to be examine.
Caroline, or Change can be your answer since it can be read by you actually who have those short extra time
problems.
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